Products and Processes Match Your Coating Needs

Protecting Your World

We have a number of coatings which are applied to indoor and

ArmorThane is a multi-national company founded by Garry

outdoor flooring projects. Please visit product pages on our website

Froese, CEO, in 1989. We have facilities in the U.S. and Canada

or call for specifications on these key items:

and export to large dealers around the world.

• ArmorFloor PA 2-part roll-on, aliphatic polyaspartic

We specialize in the development, manufacturing and

• ArmorShield waterborne polyurea

distribution of top-quality protective coatings, as well as the

• SureGrip soft polyurea

design and fabrication of commercial application equipment. Our

• STS-200 polyurethane

products include pure and specially-formulated hybrid polyurea

• STS-300 polyurethane

and polyurethane with spray and roll-on applications. We provide

• HighLine-310 polyurea

low and high-pressure spraying equipment and supplies for fixed

• HighLine-410 fade-resistance aliphatic polyurea

locations. Plus, we custom-build mobile coatings units for travel

• ArmorDeck moisture-cured polyurethane

to any project site.

In addition, ArmorThane has coating products developed to help

In addition to Flooring projects, thousands of applications

industries solve a variety of problems. Solutions may include:

benefit from ArmorThane’s protective coatings. If you would like

• Coat multiple surfaces

to know more about specific products and applications, just give

• Protect against extreme temperatures

us a call.

• Resist corrosion and abrasion
• Protect against high wear
• Create a leak-proof barrier
• Improve slip and skid resistance
• Add permanent color coating, signs
• Create a blast-resistant barrier
• Repair and prevent cracks
Your goal is to repair and ensure long-term protection of
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structures against abusive elements found in commercial and
industrial settings. Ours is to help you apply the right solutions.
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Commercial and Industrial
Floor Coatings

ArmorThane Flooring Applications

Beyond Indoor Features

Flooring Design Choices

When commercial and industrial floors take abuse, ArmorThane

Many facilities have both indoor and outdoor environments to

Even industrial flooring should be both attractive and highly

Polyurea and Polyurethane sprayed-on and roll-on coatings

consider. Covering surfaces on worn out patios, porches, pool

durable. ArmorThane products can be pigmented to a matching

make more sense than other products. Surfaces are repaired and

decks, walls, walkways, bridges and park pavilions prevents further

color or used as a design accent. If color retention in sunlight

protected long term against cracking, corrosive chemicals and the

deterioration and revitalizes valuable landscaping. Decorative

exposed areas is important, we offer both UV stable topcoats and

wear from heavy foot or wheel traffic. Many of our products are

water features and ponds can be waterproofed. Concrete loading

aliphatic polymers to prevent fading.

even less expensive than comparable epoxy coatings with better

docks, even parking lots, can be repaired and protected to reduce

durability. Whether coating a new structure or repairing damaged

maintenance.

Quick-dry options can incorporate creative designs such as faux
tile or brick and logos. Being both attractive and durable,
our coatings are often used in residential construction.

floors, ArmorThane is the best choice.

Floor Coating Benefits for New and Old

Safe for All Environments

Concrete, Wood and More

Because our products have different attributes, it is easy to guard

These coatings are safe for people, marine animals and plants.

Commercial and industrial underlayment is typically concrete

against the various use and environmental circumstances that

They have no VOC’s or solvents and there is little risk of absorbing

or wood, but can be applied to many substrates. ArmorThane

might be harmful for a floor. For example, a showroom needs to

contained materials like other surfaces. Surfaces are easy to clean

coatings offer a variety of benefits with superior properties such as:

be attractive, easy to clean and avoid abrasion with movement

and textures and particulates can be added to prevent slipping.

• Crack resistance		

• Chemical resistance

Mobile Coatings

• Seamless waterproofing

• Anti-slip, skid resistance

• Extreme weatherproofing

• Warp and rot resistance

• Splinter elimination		

• Aliphatic, UV fade resistance

of merchandise. An auto garage or chemical plant requires
flooring that resists corrosion or caustic spills. A veterinary floor is
scrubbed constantly so coatings must be waterproof and scratch
resistant to prevent spread of bacteria or disease. A hotel indoor
pool needs anti-slip particulates. A commercial marina opens
liability with splinters in wood flooring. We have a solution for
these problems and more.

Coating products can be sprayed any time, any place. Unlike
many other companies, we custom-build trailers to meet your
specifications. ArmorThane has all of the high-pressure and lowpressure equipment and supplies needed to be fast and efficient.

• Noise and vibration reduction
• Scratch, dent, abrasion resistance
• Stands up to heavy foot traffic
• Safe for wheel traffic
Ask us for more details on specific
product solutions and how they

The Most Durable Protective Coatings Available

are applied.
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